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By far, however, the most striking apparition, recurring
from 2013 onwards, has been his friend and fellow artist boychild, who has become a central character in the cosmology
that Arunanondchai has been constructing. If she initially took
on the artist’s persona looking for revelation, more recent works
see her become the great serpent Naga, a Buddhist creature
which defies humanity by escaping representation. boychild’s
own artistic practice in dance and performance is rooted in
an investigation of specific key figures, such as witches or
non-Western shamans. The choreographies she creates for
Korakrit’s video-installations and live performances are often
derived in response to the music, another essential component
of Arunanondchai’s practice, as well as to the scenography
and lighting coordinated by Alex Gvojic, another long-time
friend and collaborator. With the installations as backdrop, the

“The videos are often
narrated as a personal and
philosophical exchange
between the artist and the
drone Chantri.”
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important role in his work, especially earlier in this transition.
While his initial interests were confined to topics regarding the
myth of “the artist as genius”—often depicted in his videos
through archival footage of famous white Western artists, all
of them men—his penchant for storytelling soon extended his
line of inquiry beyond the personal struggle of the artist.
His videos are often narrated in English and Thai, the languages of his immediate contexts, and sometimes in French,
which his mother has been teaching for several years. Looking
at the two main concomitant series he’s been developing since
2012 (“Painting with history in a room filled with men with
funny names” and the trilogy 2012–2555 (2012), 2556
(2013) and 2557 (2014)), there is significant overlap in terms
of style, storyline, and even footage, but from one video to the
next, the inquiry and self-reflexivity advances further questions.
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The role of this self-reflexivity, which carries a great deal of
vulnerability, is also to establish the artist as a candid observer
of the world that he is experiencing. The videos are often narrated as an exchange of letters between the artist and Chantri,
a drone embodying the Garuda—the divine bird in Buddhist
mythology—that the artist addresses as “an old friend, or family.” This style of narration, in the form of voiceover dialogue,
involves the viewer in a personal and philosophical exchange
between the two.
In the making of his videos, performances and installations, Arunanondchai familiarizes us with a set of recurring
characters drawn explicitly from his family and friend circle,
thus creating an ingenious but genuine bond with the viewers.
For instance, his twin brother Korapat appears in many of the
videos and often collaborates on live performances—including those at MoMA PS1, New York; Museum of Modern Art,
Warsaw; and ICA, London—and even paintings, like the series
“Untitled (White Temple Paintings).” In the work There’s a
word I’m trying to remember, for a feeling I’m about to
have (a distracted path toward extinction) from 2016, the
artist uses footage from his older brother’s wedding, and in
most of the videos from the “Painting with history” series, he
films his grandparents in their elderly home in Thailand.

intensity of the music and the game of lights, the performances
become spectacular events in which the exhibition space is
converted into a ritualized space, as the public experiences
intense collective emotions which are virtually activated by a
ceremonial togetherness.
Another significant inspiration is the Wat Rong Khun temple in
Thailand. Also called the White Temple, it was bought, rebuilt
and reopened to the public in 1996 by artist Chalermchai Kositpipat. A hyper-decorative complex of stark white buildings that
serve as worship place, the Temple has become an attraction
for thousands of tourists for its unique combination of Buddhist
mythology with popular Western iconography—from Kung Fu
Panda to Spiderman, from Hello Kitty to Michael Jackson. Wat
Rong Khun appears as a backdrop in several of Arunanondchai’s videos, highlighting the artist’s interest in fusing and
addressing both Western and Eastern sensibilities.
As the recurring presence of this unique architectural backdrop suggests, the risk of sacrificing focus in favor of
spectacle, conceptual rigor in favor of reaching a larger public,
is a risk that the artist is willing to take. In the past few years,
his installations have become much more sculptural, requiring
complex processes of casting, molding, glassblowing, appro-
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By far, however, the most striking apparition, recurring
from 2013 onwards, has been his friend and fellow artist boychild, who has become a central character in the cosmology
that Arunanondchai has been constructing. If she initially took
on the artist’s persona looking for revelation, more recent works
see her become the great serpent Naga, a Buddhist creature
which defies humanity by escaping representation. boychild’s
own artistic practice in dance and performance is rooted in
an investigation of specific key figures, such as witches or
non-Western shamans. The choreographies she creates for
Korakrit’s video-installations and live performances are often
derived in response to the music, another essential component
of Arunanondchai’s practice, as well as to the scenography
and lighting coordinated by Alex Gvojic, another long-time
friend and collaborator. With the installations as backdrop, the
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The role of this self-reflexivity, which carries a great deal of
vulnerability, is also to establish the artist as a candid observer
of the world that he is experiencing. The videos are often narrated as an exchange of letters between the artist and Chantri,
a drone embodying the Garuda—the divine bird in Buddhist
mythology—that the artist addresses as “an old friend, or family.” This style of narration, in the form of voiceover dialogue,
involves the viewer in a personal and philosophical exchange
between the two.
In the making of his videos, performances and installations, Arunanondchai familiarizes us with a set of recurring
characters drawn explicitly from his family and friend circle,
thus creating an ingenious but genuine bond with the viewers.
For instance, his twin brother Korapat appears in many of the
videos and often collaborates on live performances—including those at MoMA PS1, New York; Museum of Modern Art,
Warsaw; and ICA, London—and even paintings, like the series
“Untitled (White Temple Paintings).” In the work There’s a
word I’m trying to remember, for a feeling I’m about to
have (a distracted path toward extinction) from 2016, the
artist uses footage from his older brother’s wedding, and in
most of the videos from the “Painting with history” series, he
films his grandparents in their elderly home in Thailand.
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important role in his work, especially earlier in this transition.
While his initial interests were confined to topics regarding the
myth of “the artist as genius”—often depicted in his videos
through archival footage of famous white Western artists, all
of them men—his penchant for storytelling soon extended his
line of inquiry beyond the personal struggle of the artist.
His videos are often narrated in English and Thai, the languages of his immediate contexts, and sometimes in French,
which his mother has been teaching for several years. Looking
at the two main concomitant series he’s been developing since
2012 (“Painting with history in a room filled with men with
funny names” and the trilogy 2012–2555 (2012), 2556
(2013) and 2557 (2014)), there is significant overlap in terms
of style, storyline, and even footage, but from one video to the
next, the inquiry and self-reflexivity advances further questions.
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intensity of the music and the game of lights, the performances
become spectacular events in which the exhibition space is
converted into a ritualized space, as the public experiences
intense collective emotions which are virtually activated by a
ceremonial togetherness.
Another significant inspiration is the Wat Rong Khun temple in
Thailand. Also called the White Temple, it was bought, rebuilt
and reopened to the public in 1996 by artist Chalermchai Kositpipat. A hyper-decorative complex of stark white buildings that
serve as worship place, the Temple has become an attraction
for thousands of tourists for its unique combination of Buddhist
mythology with popular Western iconography—from Kung Fu
Panda to Spiderman, from Hello Kitty to Michael Jackson. Wat
Rong Khun appears as a backdrop in several of Arunanondchai’s videos, highlighting the artist’s interest in fusing and
addressing both Western and Eastern sensibilities.
As the recurring presence of this unique architectural backdrop suggests, the risk of sacrificing focus in favor of
spectacle, conceptual rigor in favor of reaching a larger public,
is a risk that the artist is willing to take. In the past few years,
his installations have become much more sculptural, requiring
complex processes of casting, molding, glassblowing, appro-
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By far, however, the most striking apparition, recurring
from 2013 onwards, has been his friend and fellow artist boychild, who has become a central character in the cosmology
that Arunanondchai has been constructing. If she initially took
on the artist’s persona looking for revelation, more recent works
see her become the great serpent Naga, a Buddhist creature
which defies humanity by escaping representation. boychild’s
own artistic practice in dance and performance is rooted in
an investigation of specific key figures, such as witches or
non-Western shamans. The choreographies she creates for
Korakrit’s video-installations and live performances are often
derived in response to the music, another essential component
of Arunanondchai’s practice, as well as to the scenography
and lighting coordinated by Alex Gvojic, another long-time
friend and collaborator. With the installations as backdrop, the
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The role of this self-reflexivity, which carries a great deal of
vulnerability, is also to establish the artist as a candid observer
of the world that he is experiencing. The videos are often narrated as an exchange of letters between the artist and Chantri,
a drone embodying the Garuda—the divine bird in Buddhist
mythology—that the artist addresses as “an old friend, or family.” This style of narration, in the form of voiceover dialogue,
involves the viewer in a personal and philosophical exchange
between the two.
In the making of his videos, performances and installations, Arunanondchai familiarizes us with a set of recurring
characters drawn explicitly from his family and friend circle,
thus creating an ingenious but genuine bond with the viewers.
For instance, his twin brother Korapat appears in many of the
videos and often collaborates on live performances—including those at MoMA PS1, New York; Museum of Modern Art,
Warsaw; and ICA, London—and even paintings, like the series
“Untitled (White Temple Paintings).” In the work There’s a
word I’m trying to remember, for a feeling I’m about to
have (a distracted path toward extinction) from 2016, the
artist uses footage from his older brother’s wedding, and in
most of the videos from the “Painting with history” series, he
films his grandparents in their elderly home in Thailand.
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important role in his work, especially earlier in this transition.
While his initial interests were confined to topics regarding the
myth of “the artist as genius”—often depicted in his videos
through archival footage of famous white Western artists, all
of them men—his penchant for storytelling soon extended his
line of inquiry beyond the personal struggle of the artist.
His videos are often narrated in English and Thai, the languages of his immediate contexts, and sometimes in French,
which his mother has been teaching for several years. Looking
at the two main concomitant series he’s been developing since
2012 (“Painting with history in a room filled with men with
funny names” and the trilogy 2012–2555 (2012), 2556
(2013) and 2557 (2014)), there is significant overlap in terms
of style, storyline, and even footage, but from one video to the
next, the inquiry and self-reflexivity advances further questions.
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intensity of the music and the game of lights, the performances
become spectacular events in which the exhibition space is
converted into a ritualized space, as the public experiences
intense collective emotions which are virtually activated by a
ceremonial togetherness.
Another significant inspiration is the Wat Rong Khun temple in
Thailand. Also called the White Temple, it was bought, rebuilt
and reopened to the public in 1996 by artist Chalermchai Kositpipat. A hyper-decorative complex of stark white buildings that
serve as worship place, the Temple has become an attraction
for thousands of tourists for its unique combination of Buddhist
mythology with popular Western iconography—from Kung Fu
Panda to Spiderman, from Hello Kitty to Michael Jackson. Wat
Rong Khun appears as a backdrop in several of Arunanondchai’s videos, highlighting the artist’s interest in fusing and
addressing both Western and Eastern sensibilities.
As the recurring presence of this unique architectural backdrop suggests, the risk of sacrificing focus in favor of
spectacle, conceptual rigor in favor of reaching a larger public,
is a risk that the artist is willing to take. In the past few years,
his installations have become much more sculptural, requiring
complex processes of casting, molding, glassblowing, appro-
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his installations have become much more sculptural, requiring
complex processes of casting, molding, glassblowing, appro-
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“The videos are often
narrated as a personal and
philosophical exchange
between the artist and the
drone Chantri.”

With history in a room filled with people with funny names 4, 2017

important role in his work, especially earlier in this transition.
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der stellt sich hier die Frage, wie „frei“ freie Kunst denn tatsächlich ist oder wie auftragsgebunden. Was denn eigentlich
„das Kunstwerk“ sein soll und wer es dazu macht. Die Antwort darauf – und das ist das eigentlich Interessante – erschöpft sich nicht in einem Zeigen auf die Rahmenbedingungen, auch wenn das essenzieller Teil von Angelettis Vorgehen
ist, sondern in der Produktion eines schier unentwirrbaren
Knotens aus eben solchen strukturellen Fragen, spezifischen
Auftragslagen, der Umgang mit Wiedererkennbarkeit, Fragen

E

tention to them. Her work repeatedly
raises the question of how much freedom is actually involved in artistic
creation and how much it is determined by the situation in which it is
made or shown. What is “the work of
art” actually supposed to be, and who
turns it into one? The answer – and
this is what’s most fascinating about
her project – goes beyond pointing at
the conditions in which art is made,
although that’s an essential part of
Angeletti’s approach. Rather, it grows

der Distribution von Bildern und Bewegtbildern, der Dokumentation von Ausstellungen und Kunstwerken und deren
Zirkulation sowie den ganz direkten und konkreten Inhalten,
die durch die Rahmenbedingungen ermöglicht werden.
Das „Citadelle (10) Air de Paris“-Video, das in der Galerie
neben poppigen Zeichnungen lief, die mit fernöstlichem
Bildvokabular arbeiten und immer wieder Buddha-Statuen
zeigen, bildet also vielleicht einfach die Zeit ab, die Angeletti
rund um die Ausstellung in Paris verbracht hat. Gefilmter

MARIE ANGELETTI, geboren 1984 in Marseille. Lebt in Berlin. AUSSTELLUNGEN: „Les Nouveaux Commanditaires“, Carlos/Ishikawa,
London (solo); „Champagne Life“, Saatchi Gallery, London; „Citadelle“, Édouard Montassut, Paris (solo); „Up Down Top Bottom Strange and
Charm“, Art Sheffield (2016); Künstlerhaus Bremen (solo); „Misantrophe-NY“, Mathew, New York; „Individual Stories“, Kunsthalle Wien; Le Consortium, Dijon (solo) (2015); „Zum Beispiel „Les Immatériaux““, Kunstverein Düsseldorf; „CIAO“, castillo/corrales, Paris (solo); „They love you all“,
Carlos/Ishikawa, London (solo); „Ware und Wissen“, Weltkulturen Museum, Frankfurt (2014). VERTRETEN VON: Carlos/Ishikawa, London

MARIE ANGELETTI, born 1984 in Marseille. Lives in Berlin. EXHIBITIONS: “Les Nouveaux Commanditaires”, Carlos/Ishikawa, London
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his installations have become much more sculptural, requiring
complex processes of casting, molding, glassblowing, appro-

120

into a virtually inextricable tangle of
just such structural questions, specific
constraints and instructions for commissioned works, the handling of recognisably recurring elements, questions of the distribution of images and
videos, the documentation of exhibitions and artworks and their circulation, and the totally unmediated and
concrete content that this entire
framework allows for.
So the Citadelle (10) Air de Paris video – in the gallery, it played next to

brightly coloured drawings that employ Far Eastern imagery and repeatedly depict Buddha statues – may simply represent the time Angeletti spent
in Paris around the time of the exhibition. Everyday life captured on film;
it’s equally part of the context of
production and an artwork in its own
right, but importantly not wholly one
or the other. It prompts one to wonder
in turn about the status of the drawings in the exhibition. Are they also
simply something that was made be-

TLYA 21_Minnie/TLYA 22_Lady Pink adjusted/TLYA 23_Famous replica, 2014
Fujiflex auf Dibond und zwei Digitaldrucke auf Dibond / Fujiflex on dibond and two digital prints on dibond;
Ausstellungsansicht / Installation view “They love you all”, Carlos /Ishikawa, London; 70 x 45 cm, 147 x 74 cm, 147 x 129 cm
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important role in his work, especially earlier in this transition.
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Raum, und von dem sie mir gegenüber behauptet, es ist im
Gesamten nicht wichtiger oder unwichtiger als die kleinen
beiläufigen Videosnippets, die sie mir geschickt hat. „Saturnine“ wurde in einer Landwirtschaftsschule in der französischen Kleinstadt Moulins gedreht. Das etwa halbstündige
Video zeigt, ohne großartigen Spannungsbogen oder erkennbare Narration, wie Angeletti mit den Schülern eine Art Maskenball in der Schulturnhalle organisiert. Es zeigt, wie die
Masken gemacht werden, es zeigt die gespenstisch in blaue
Lichterketten gehüllten Bäume vor der Schule, die Party
selbst, eine seltsame Prozession der maskierten Schüler, ein
vermummtes Mädchen auf einem Pferd, Schafe, immer mal
wieder ein bedrohlich-mystisches Symbol und einfach nur
den Alltag in der Kleinstadt mit ihrer Schule. Über allem liegt
wieder dieser eigenartige Goth-Charme.
Im relativ langen Abspann überlagern sich dann die Credits, die Angaben zur Crew und die Dankesliste, mit Kommentaren zur Situation der Ausbildung in Frankreich, dem
Arbeitsmarkt und seiner Kraft, alte Geschlechterrollen zu
perpetuieren, zu den Perspektiven, die sich den Schülern bieten oder nicht, generellen Überlegungen zu Kreativität und
der politischen Situation sowie der lapidaren, den Neuen Auftraggebern gegenüber aber nicht ganz unkritischen Ansage,
dass Produktionskosten und Künstlerhonorar vermischt
wurden. Der Rahmen rutscht in das, was er ermöglicht. Und
wieder ist das Video künstlerische Arbeit in eigenem Recht
the artist unambiguously flags how
dependent she is on the terms of the
assignment and indirectly lets the
reader know that she was invited as an
artist on account of the social and
symbolic capital of this role. But rather than leaving it at this gesture, she
does eventually deliver the goods too,
in the form of her photographs of the
exhibition.
Or, then again, take Angeletti’s
biggest film project so far, the video
Saturnine, created in 2016 for the Nouveaux Commanditaires, aka “New Patrons”, a commissioning agency for
public art projects. She tells me that
on the whole it’s neither more nor less
important than the little, seemingly
incidental video snippets she’s sent
me. Saturnine was shot at an agricultural college in the small French town of
Moulins. The roughly half-hour-long
video, with hardly any dramatic suspense nor a recognisable narrative,
shows Angeletti and the students organising a kind of masked ball in the
school gymnasium. There are scenes
depicting the masks being made; the
trees outside the school, wrapped in
ghostly blue fairy lights; the party it-
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(dazu macht es schon allein der Betrieb, durch den es zirkuliert) und Dokumentation dessen, was Angeletti eigentlich
gemacht hat in Moulins, nämlich Zeit verbringen mit den
Schülern, mit ihnen sprechen, etwas gemeinsam organisieren
und auch durchziehen. Das ist, wenn man so will, der eigentliche Inhalt. Er muss nicht Kunst sein und ist es eventuell
auch gar nicht, aber dass die Mechanismen und Strukturen
der Kunst und ihrer betrieblichen Verfasstheit zu seiner Verfertigung beitragen, ist auch ausgemachte Sache. Beide Ebenen verschränken sich hier auf fast schon lapidare, seltsam
beiläufige und ungewöhnlich selbstverständliche Weise.
Ich sehe mir das Video des Mädchens in Wien noch einmal an. Meine Blicke treffen ihre, ihre treffen meine, und
mehr ist da nicht. Sie wird ihrer Situation gewahr, ich meiner,
und so ist das dann. Einfach ein Teil einer Welt, die nicht
zuletzt aus Bildern und Bildermachen besteht. Genauso viel
wie wenig.
Dominikus Müller ist Autor und Übersetzer. Er lebt in Berlin.

self; a bizarre procession of the
masked students; a girl wearing a mask
and riding a horse; sheep; a recurrent
mystical and vaguely menacing symbol; and, simply, everyday life in the
small town and its agricultural college.
Again, the whole thing is suffused
with that peculiar goth sensibility.
The relatively long closing credits
blend the information on the crew
and the people to be thanked with remarks on the predicament of the
French educational system, the labour
market and how it perpetuates antiquated gender roles, the students’
prospects or lack thereof, general reflections on creativity and the political
situation, and the flat admission – not
entirely uncritical with a view to the
artist’s relationship with the New Patrons – that “production costs and
fees have been mixed.” The context of
the work’s production filters into what
it makes possible. This video, too, is
an artwork in its own right (simply by
virtue of the system in which it circulates) as well as documentation of
what Angeletti really did in Moulins:
spending time with the students,
talking to them, organising some-

thing with them and then actually
making it happen. This, if you wish, is
its true content. It doesn’t need to be
art and maybe in fact isn’t, but there
can be no doubt that the mechanisms
and structures of art and the way the
art world operates contribute to the
fact of its having been made. The two
planes interlock in an almost laconic,
oddly casual and surprisingly straightforward way.
I watch the video of the girl in Vienna again. My gaze meets hers, hers
meets mine, that’s all there is. She becomes aware of her situation, I become aware of mine, and that’s how it
is. Simply part of a world that is to no
small degree made up of images and
the making of images. It’s both a lot
and not very much at all.
Dominikus Müller is a writer and translator. He lives in Berlin.
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